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Futurology (sometimes called futuristics ... that reading science fiction helps teach science to persons not otherwise exposed to a scientific education. That is probably true, but what is more ...
The Study of Science Fiction: A Modest Proposal
He focuses on nine crucial areas to figure this out — democracy and politics, security, health, education ... of India Hamid Ansari who said: “Futurology is an inexact discipline, an odd ...
What will India be like in 2030? New book tries to understand how this decade will pan out
But there are reasons to be optimistic One side effect of the pandemic is to bring futurology back in to ... ‘What kind of neurodiversity, education, training, applications and business models ...
News focus: Legal futures - What will the profession look like in 2050?
Janine Milne has been studying HCM, talent management and training for more than 20 years, both as a freelancer and in-house editor. She has written extensively on topics that include leadership, ...
Janine Milne
Jonnycab might belong to futurology but if MIT academics Erik Brynjolfson and Andrew McAfee are right, we may all be rejoicing at the prospect of extended leisure time, as robotic technologies free us ...
Automation, robots and the ‘end of work’ myth
Roy and Barb have some very good friends from past veterinary medicine adventure continuing education experiences ... CD with QuickBooks ® Chart of Accounts and sample budgets). 9. Futurology: Through ...
Powerful Perseverance by People Like You: The Story of R
prompted by the 1870 Education Act—some time before a determinable "modernism" could be said to have come into existence. 7. This was in fact the project of the immediate precursor to the TLS, the ...
The Many Deaths of Science Fiction: A Polemic
Subscribe to our daily newsletter to keep in touch with the subjects shaping our future. I understand and agree that registration on or use of this site constitutes agreement to its User Agreement ...
HyperCells: The Self-Assembling Cells Of The Future
Two experts provide an unprecedented and fascinating look at what may happen in the future of business, citizenship, politics, privacy, terrorism, and diplomacy. Foreign policy analyses written by ...
The New Digital Age
The EmDrive and the Cannae Drive are two different things. They both are claimed to use a specially shaped cavity, with constricted openings, and operate by using some form of electromagnetic ...
The FACTS as we currently know them about the EmDrive and Cannae Drive * /r/Futurology
Substances detected in used syringes of injecting drug users across 7 cities in Europe in 2017 and 2018: The European Syringe Collection and Analysis Project Enterprise (ESCAPE). Brief ...
The International journal on drug policy
Futurist and CEO of Futuremade, Tracey Follows discusses how our increasingly device- and social-media-driven society is changing our identities in the digital world and transforming our personal ...
‘People are no longer constrained by pre-digital parameters’: Tracey Follows, CEO, Futuremade
in terms that are those of futurology and uninformed journalism, as if the transformations were still in the future, and as if technology was an independent force that has either to be denounced ...
The Networked Society: From Knowledge to Policy Ch1
Singularity University, Singularity Hub, Singularity Summit, SU Labs, Singularity Labs, Exponential Medicine, Exponential Finance and all associated logos and design elements are trademarks and/or ...
Arlington Hewes
A former industrial manager with background in Aerospace Engineering, Taseer's interest in Lean Management took him on an academic path. His doctoral research surrounds the interaction of urban ...
Mr Taseer Ahmad
Our reliance on data and devices has made us extremely vulnerable. The first step is knowing where everything is. Ben Rhodes’s new book about global politics reveals the limits of the Obama ...
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